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Abstract

must thus take several hypothesis into account. This
leaves one with two regrets: first, parsing has still
to find some way to tackle combinatorial ambiguity, and second, there is a lack of synergy between
super-tagging and parsing , while they seem to share
a kuowledge about tree potential-combinations.
Probabilistic parsing offers a way to tune the compromize between accuracy and speed, by thresholding partial parsing paths according to their current Inside probability. This incurs a well-known
bias (Goodman, 1998): At a given derivation step,
the lnside-probabilities of parse constituents estimate the relevance of the derivation past, but do
not teil anything about its future. This can be corrected by A* cost functions, or Outside-probability
estimates.
To meet the weak points mentionned above, at
least partialy, we develop a unified framework for tbe
tbree techniques, and push their interactions further.

We integrate super-tagging, guided-parsing
and probabilistic parsing in the framework of an item-based LTAG chart parser.
Items are based on a linear-typing of trees
that encodes their expanding path, starting
from their anchor.

1

lntroduction

Practical implementations of LTAG parsing bave to
face heavy lexical ambiguity and parsing combinatorial ambiguity. Main techniques to address these issues are super-tagging (Joshi and Srinivas, 1994),
which consists in disambiguating elementary trees
before parsing; guided-parsing, like head.-driven
parsing (van Noord, 1994) or anchor driven parsing (Lavelli and Satta, 1991; Lopez, 1998); and
probabilistic parsing (Schabes, 1992; Caroll and
Weir, 1997).
All of tbese approaches exploit specific properties
of LTAG to improve parsing efficiency, but none is
totally satisfactory.
Guided-parsing is a very nsefull means to limit
overgeneration of spurious items in the chart, but it
does not provide a new ambiguity bound. Besides,
lexical ambiguity remains the main factor of computational load and this problem is only undirectly
addressed by such techniques.
Super-tagging strength is to discard elementary
trees while avoiding to go through actual tree combinations. lt exploits instead. local models of WellFormedness (WF), as those used for tagging, where
parse depencies remain implicit or underspecified.
The problem though is that if a single tree is incorrect the parse will fail. To be robust, parsing

Sharing a parsing framework We propose an
item-based chart-parser, where the parsing scheme
is expressed as a deduction system (Shieber, Schabes, and Pereira, 1994).
This framework is
also amenable for expressing probabilistic parsing (Goodman, 1998).
Sharing models for super-tagging and itempruning. Super-tagging can be seen as a treesequel)Ce WF-model, and extended to score derived
item-sequences in the cbart, wrt their likelihood of
completing a parse. This yields a sound thresholding technique (Rayner and Carter, 1996; Goodman,
1998).
Sharing tree-types for item-pruning and
guided-parsing. To support the WF parametric
mode!, trees and itcms are abstracted by theit linear type, which consists in a list of connectors that
represent combination properties. Guided-parsing
relies on a specific ordering of these connectors, so
that a single type drives the parsing deduction and
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estimates the pruning model. Tyµes are described
in section 2, their use in t.hc deduction systcm, m
section 3. their use for itcm-pruning in section 4.

2

r,

the path from anchor to root.wr&p-1, wrnp-2, wrap-3 identifie the three steps of a

to Categorial Grammar. Left and right walks are exprcssed as stacks of connectors, so that the extreme
connector is the one to connect the dosest to the
anchor 1 An illustration is given in table 2 for the
tree in figure 2.

Linear Typing

Typing strategy. In it.s own walk, the foot bears
the adjunction, with type l or r inversly to the foot
side. In the opposit walk, the foot-node may be
reached as weil, provided that there is a direct path
from root to foot. In the deduction system, in table 1, the foot-node of a left or right auxiliary tree
achicves adjunction, but the foot-node of a wrapping
auxiliaiy tree creates a gap and passes its adjunction

Guiding the Tree expansion \\'e guide the parsing by independent left and right connected-walks,
inspired from ( Lavelli and Satta. 19!)1) bidirectional
parscr and (Lopez, 1998) connected routes. Left and
right connected walks follow respcctively left- and
right- monolonic expansion, out ward. from thc anchor to t hc root, as disµlayed in flgure 2. Thcy list
node operations considercd as connectors.

1
The derivation is represented as a fully connected
and oricnted graph of trees whose edge labcls arc connector names (pr,,,ided that a sub-tree is extracted to
decompose wrapping adjunction, cf. figure 1.

Link-Gramnrnr expression To express linear
types. WP C"Xploit thc Link-Grammar formalism {Laffcrty. Sleator. and Temperley. l UU2). which is close
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figure l: lllustration of the dcduction rules in lablc 1.

Table 2: Typing thc tree in figure 2.
In a right walk, ix• cxpreoses an auxiliary root-node and 'IX, a
node expecting adjunct1on, X.j. expresses a Substitution Site and
.jX, the root of an initial tree. In a left walk they work the other

way around.

,,

clearly the CF-component, so that the parsing behaves very nicely whcn faccd wit.h near-CF derivations, which are a majority in practice.
Now, regarding complexity, first t.hree "near-CF"
rules yield a worst-casc complexity of O(n 5 ), wrapping adjunction on a lexical spine yields 0(11 6), but
the sub-tree rule yields O(n 7 ). We could change that
rule into a "systematic" snb-tree extraction with arbitrary gap frontiers, in order to go down to O(n 5 ),
bnt this would generate a lot of spnrious items.
Thcrefore we prefer a lexical check with a wrapping
auxiliary t.ree, since their occurrence is marginal.
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figurc 2: Lcft and right trce walks.

capacities to the root-node, with an opposit type for
the opposit. sides.
lt. can bc noted that each nodc that can receive adjunction yields two linked connectors, which bound
t he su b-list of connectors of their su b-trce.
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4

Probabilistic Thresholding

Probabilistic parsing is expressed through thc deductive system as fo!lows:

Deductive Chart Parser

\Ve wish to get elementary-like lypes on derived
structure , so as to use a super-tagging-like model to
prune derived paths. \Vc t.ry thus to keep as close as
possible to trees when driving thc parsing. But we
are not aiming at top-down parsing. since we wish
lo evaluate deri,•ed paths that span the input. This
lcads to isolating wrapping adjunction from left- an<l
right-. adjunctions, since it is the only case where
sub-tree extracting is unavoidable (cf. figure 1). Actually this empha.sis on wrapping auxiliary trees is
not surprising, since they accounl for LTAG contextsensitiveness (Schabes and Shicber. 1994).
The full <leductive parsing system is defined in
table 1. for the LTAG bidirectional-chart parscr.
Our approach advantage is t.hreefukl : first, it considers only operat.ions that are IP.xically sound, according to the input string sequence; second, it keeps
the number of spurious items VNY low , by creating
\'Pry few sub-tree- (or node-) iterns; third , it isolatcs

= Pr(iitemi)

= P(r11le)

= P(item ='* w; ... Wj)

Rufe, [;itemifüitemk]

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d

(;itemk]

= Rule * (;item1] * f)temk]

Probabilities of items are inside probabilities i.e generative probability that an itcm dominatcs its current span of input. Now thc usefulness of an item
in reaching full derivations is mainly in the outside
probabiJity Po o[ that item, defined for LTAG in
( 1), following (Schabes, 1992)
for pos = [i,j, /1, /,]

I'O([s]po•J = l:uvT P([Sj:; U(s)po•FTj
s.t.U ~Wo .•• \~
W1 „„ T ~ W1 1 .1.

J.
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\Ve have presented a general framework for deductive parsing , probabilistic parsing and super-tagging.
This unified approach opens a lot of perspective in
the design of efficient and robust LTAG parsing.
However. it rc•mains lobe fully validated.
,\s far as supper-tagging is concerne<l, supertags
should pcrform betler than linear lypes as lheir definition integrales a !arge amounl of linguistic knowlcdge . Types nonelheless provide for thal t.ask a very
simple. and yet relevant, smoothing scheme. As for
further steps of parsing, types turn out vcry adequate. as thcy allow to express in a simple manner
the essential computations involved.

(3)
For an item-path, outside probability accounts for
parsing-deductions to come. i.c t hc connectors of
t.he item stacks. \Vhereas consumed connectors are
rcsponsible for the inside probability. Thcre is no
way to computc the outsidc prohability without. the
knowledgc of thc actual ··rnn11cct ion„ of connectors. but this decomposition g1\·rs u:i a very prC!cious
means to normalize insidc probabilities. which put.
\'cry low probabilit.ies 011 large itl'ms.
item-path
rcmaininl!; stacks:
consum1ned stacks:
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